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Abstract
Probabilistic approaches for tensor factorization aim to extract meaningful struc-
ture from incomplete data by postulating low rank constraints. Recently, varia-
tional Bayesian (VB) inference techniques have successfully been applied to large
scale models. This paper presents full Bayesian inference via VB on both sin-
gle and coupled tensor factorization models. Our method can be run even for
very large models and is easily implemented. It exhibits better prediction perfor-
mance than existing approaches based on maximum likelihood on several real-
world datasets for missing link prediction problem.
1 Introduction
Factorization based data modelling has become popular together with the advances in the compu-
tational power. Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) model, proposed by Lee and Seung [1]
(and also earlier by Paatero and Tapper [2]), is one of the most popular factorization models. Ten-
sors are defined as a natural generalization of matrix factorization, when observed data have several
semantically meaningful dimensions. These modelling paradigms have found place in many fields
including recommender systems [3], image processing [4] and bioinformatics [5]. Typically, the
objective function in matrix and tensor factorization problems could be minimized by a suitable
optimization algorithm. Here, we solve this problem by using a probabilistic approach based on
variational Bayes (VB) that provides better prediction performance and scales to very large datasets.
The Probabilistic Latent Tensor Factorization framework (PLTF) [6] is appeared as an extension
of the matrix factorization model [1] and enables one to incorporate domain specific information
to any arbitrary factorization model and provides the update rules for multiplicative expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithms. In this framework, the goal is to compute an approximate factor-
ization of a given higher-order tensor, i.e., a multiway array, X in terms of a product of individual
factors Zα as:
X(v0) ≈ Xˆ(v0) =
∑
v¯0
∏
α
Zα(vα), (1)
where some of the factors are possibly fixed. Here, we define v as the set of all indices in a model,
v0 as the set of visible indices, vα as the set of indices in Zα, and v¯α = v − vα as the set of all
indices not in Zα and α = 1, ...K as the factor index. Since the product
∏
α Zα(vα) is collapsed
over a set of indices, the factorization is latent.
The Generalized Coupled Tensor Factorization (GCTF) [7] model takes the PLTF model one step
further where, in this case, we have multiple observed tensors Xν that are supposed to be factorized
simultaneously:
Xν(v0,ν) ≈ Xˆν(v0,ν) =
∑
v¯0,ν
∏
α
Zα(vα)
Rν,α
(2)
Rν,α =
{
1 if Xν and Zα connected
0 otherwise .
(3)
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where ν = 1, ...|ν| andR is a coupling matrix that is defined as in (3). Note that, distinct from PLTF
model, there are multiple visible index sets (v0,ν) in the GCTF model, each specifying the attributes
of the observed tensor Xν .
In this study, to model a multiway data, we use non-negative variants of the two most widely-
used low-rank tensor factorization models; the Tucker model [8] and the more restricted CANDE-
COMP/PARAFAC (CP) model [9, 10, 11]. In order to illustrate the approach, we can define these
models in the PLTF notation. Given a three-way tensor X the CP model is defined as follows:
X(i, j, k) ≈ Xˆ(i, j, k) =
∑
r
Z1(i, r)Z2(j, r)Z3(k, r) (4)
where the index sets v = {i, j, k, r}, v0 = {i, j, k}, v1 = {i, r}, v2 = {j, r} and v3 = {k, r}. In
addition, for coupled analysis of relational datasets represented as heterogeneous data, we model the
data by using GCTF notation and simultaneously fit a large class of tensor models to higher-order
tensors/matrices with common latent factors .
Our main contribution in this paper is a novel variational Bayesian procedure for making inference
on the PLTF and GCTF frameworks. In this method, the exact characterization of the approximating
distribution and full conditionals are observed as a product of multinomial distributions, leading to a
richer approximation distribution than a naive mean field. Our method can be formulated entirely in
terms of sparse and low rank tensors, and it is easily scaled up to very large problem. We illustrate the
proposed approach on large-scale link prediction problem: the problem of predicting the existence
of connections between entities of interest.
1.1 Preliminaries
Probability Model: The usual approach to estimate the factors Zα is trying to find the optimal
Z∗1:K = argminZ1:K d(X||Xˆ), where d(.) is a divergence typically taken as Euclidean, Kullback-
Leibler or Itakura-Saito divergences. Since the analytical solution for this problem is intractable,
one should refer to iterative or approximate inference methods.
Probabilistic Latent Tensor Factorization 3
with IS ivergence al o exist in [6]. Due to the duality between the Poisson like-
lihood and KL divergence, and between the Gaussian likelihood a d Euclidean
distance [3], solving the TF problem in (1) is equivalent to finding the ML solu-
tion of p(X|Z1:N ) [6].
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Fig. 1. The DAG on the left is the graphical model of PLTF. X is the observed mul-
tiway data and Zα’s are the parameters. The latent tensor S allows us to treat the
problem in a data augmentation setting and apply the EM algorithm. On the other
hand, the factorisation implied by TF models can be visualised using the semantics of
undirected graphical models where cliques (fully connected subgraphs) correspond to
individual factors. The undirected graphs on the right represent CP, TUCKER3 and
PARATUCK2 models in the order. The shaded indices are hidden, i.e., correspond to
the dimensions that are not part of X.
2.1 Probability Model
For PLTF , we write the following generative model such thatW ∪W¯ = ∪αVα =
V and for their instantiations (w, w¯) = ∪αvα = v
Λ(v) =
N∏
α
Zα(vα) model paramaters to estimate (3)
S(w, w¯) ∼ PO(S;Λ(v)) element of latent tensor for PLTFKL (4)
S(w, w¯) ∼ N (S;Λ(v), 1) element of latent tensor for PLTFEU (5)
X(w) =
∑
w¯∈W¯
S(w, w¯) model estimate after augmentation (6)
M(w) =
{
0 X(w) is missing
1 otherwise
mask array (7)
Note that due to reproductivity property of Possion and Gaussian distribu-
tions [11] the observation X(w) has the same type of distribution as S(w, w¯).
Next, PLTF handles the missing data smoothly by the following observation
model [13,4]
p(X|S)p(S|Z1:N ) =
∏
w∈W
∏
w¯∈W¯
(
p(X(w)|S(w, w¯)) p(S(w, w¯)|Z1:N )
)M(w)
(8)
Figure 1: The generative model of
the PLTF framework as Bayesian
network. The directed acyclic graph
describes the d pendency structure of
the variables: the full joint distribution
can be written as p(X,S, Z1:K) =
p(X|S)p(S|Z1:K)∏α p(Zα).
Zα(vα) ∼ G(Zα(vα);Aα(vα), Bα(vα)) (factor priors)
Λ(v) =
∏
α
Zα(vα) (intensity)
S(v) ∼ PO(S(v); Λ(v)) (components)
X(v0) =
∑
v¯0
S(v) (observation)
Xˆ(v0) =
∑
v¯0
Λ(v) (parameter)
PO(s;λ) = e−λ λ
s
s!
(poisson)
G(z; a, b) = e−bz z
a−1ba
Γ(a)
. (gamma)
In this study, we use the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as the cost function which is equivalent
to selecting the Poisson observation model [4, 6], while our approach can be extended to other costs
where a composite structure is present. The overall probabilistic model where the symbols refer
to Poisson and Gamma distributions respectively is defined as above. The Gamma prior on the
factors are chosen in order to preserve conjugacy. The graphical model for the PLTF framework is
depicted in Figure 1. Note that p(X|S) is a degenerate distribution that is defined as: p(X|S) =∏
v0
δ
(
X(v0)−
∑
v¯0
S(v)
)
. Here, δ(.) is the Kronecker delta function where δ(x) = 1 when x = 0
and δ(x) = 0 otherwise.
Missing data: To model missing data, we define a 0-1 mask array M , the same size as X where
M(v0) = 1 (M(v0) = 0) if X(v0) is observed (missing). Using the mask variables, the missing
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data is handled smoothly by the following observation model in PLTF:
p(X|S)p(S|Z1:N ) =
∏
v0
∏
v¯0
{p(X(v0)|S(v))p(S(v)|Z1:N )}M(v0) (5)
Tensor forms via ∆ function: We make use of ∆ function to make the notation shorter and
implementation friendly. A tensor valued ∆α(Q) function associated with component Zα is defined
as follows:
∆α(Q) =
[∑
v¯α
(
Q(v0)
∏
α′6=α
Zα′(vα′)
)]
(6)
Recall that ∆α(Q) is an object the same size of Zα while ∆α(Q)(vα) refers to a particular element
of ∆α(Q).
Fixed Point Update Equation for PLTF and GCTF: Here, we recall the generative PLTF model
with KL loss defined in (factor priors) with the following fixed point iterative update equation for
the component Zα obtained via EM as:
Zα(vα)←
(Aα(vα)− 1) + Zα(vα)∑v¯αM(v0)X(v0)Xˆ(v0) ∏α′6=α Zα′(vα′)
Aα(vα)
Bα(vα)
+
∑
v¯α
M(v0)
∏
α′6=α Zα′(vα′)
(7)
where Xˆ(v0) is the model estimate defined as earlier Xˆ(v0) =
∑
v¯0
∏
α Zα(vα). We note that the
gamma hyperparameters Aα(vα) and Bα(vα)/Aα(vα) are chosen for computational convenience
for sparseness representation such that the distribution has a mean Bα(vα) and standard deviation
Bα(vα)/
√
Aα(vα) and for small Aα(vα) most of the parameters are forced to be around 0 favoring
for a sparse representation [4]. So, Equation(7) can be approximated and written into a form that by
use of ∆Zα (.) as:
Zα ← Zα ◦∆α(M ◦X/Xˆ)/∆α(M) (8)
where as usual ◦ and / stand for element wise multiplication(Hadamard product) and division re-
spectively. In addition, one can obtain the following compact fixed point equation for the update of
Zα in GCTF model with KL loss:
Zα ← Zα ◦
∑
ν
Rν,α∆α(M ◦X/Xˆ)/
∑
ν
Rν,α∆α(M) (9)
We use update equation (8) for PLTF-EM method to compare with the PLTF-VB method and (9) for
GCTF-EM method to compare with the GCTF-VB method in the following chapters.
2 Variational Bayes
For a Bayesian point of view, a model is associated with a random variable Θ and interacts with
the observed data X simply as p(Θ|X) ∝ p(X|Θ)p(Θ). The quantity p(X|Θ) is called marginal
likelihood [12] and it is average over the space of the parameters, in our case, S and Z as [4].
p(X|Θ) =
∫
Z
dZ
∑
S
p(X|S,Z,Θ)p(S,Z|Θ) (10)
On the other hand, computation of this integral is itself a difficult task that requires averaging on
several models and parameters. There are several approximation methods such as sampling or de-
terministic approximations such as Gaussian approximation. One other approximation method is to
bound the log marginal likelihood by using variational inference [4, 12, 13] where an approximating
distribution q is introduced into the log marginal likelihood equation:
log p(X|Θ) ≥
∫
Z
dZ
∑
S
q(S|Z) log p(X,S,Z|Θ)
q(S,Z)
(11)
where the bound attains its maximum and becomes equal to the log marginal likelihood whenever
q(S,Z) is set as p(S,Z|X,Θ), that is the exact posterior distribution. However, the posterior is
usually intractable, and rather, inducing the approximating distribution becomes easier. Here, the
approximating distribution q is chosen such that it assumes no coupling between the hidden variables
such that it factorizes into independent distributions as q(S,Z) = q(S)q(Z). As exact computation
is intractable, we will resort to standard variational Bayes approximations [12, 13]. The interesting
result is that we get a belief propagation algorithm for marginal intensity fields rather than marginal
probabilities.
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2.1 Variational Update Equation for Probabilistic Tensor Factorization (PLTF-VB)
Here, we formulate the fixed point update equation for the update of the factor Zα as an expectation
of the approximated posterior distribution [14]. Approximation for posterior distribution q(Z) is
identified as the gamma distribution with the following parameters:
Cα(vα) = Aα(vα) +
∑
v¯α
M(v0)
X(v0)
XˆL(v0)
∏
α
Lα(vα)
(12)
Dα(vα) =
(Aα(vα)
Bα(vα)
+
∑
v¯α
M(v0)
∏
α′6=α
〈Zα′(vα′)〉
)−1
(13)
Hence the expectation of the factor Zα is identified as the mean of the gamma distribution and given
in the iterative fixed point update equation obtained via variational Bayes:
〈Zα(vα)〉 = Cα(vα)Dα(vα) (14)
=
Aα(vα) + Lα(vα)
∑
v¯α
M(v0)
X(v0)
XˆL(v0)
∏
α′6=α Lα′(vα′)
Aα(vα)
Bα(vα)
+
∑
v¯α
M(v0)
∏
α′6=αEα′(vα′)
(15)
Eα(vα) and Lα(vα) (L due to ‘Log’) are two forms of expectations of Zα(vα) while XˆE(v0) and
XˆL(v0) are model outputs generated by the componentsEα(vα) andLα(vα). While XˆE is not being
used in Equation(15) we define it here, in addition to XˆL, (and use it later on) since XˆE has the same
shape as XˆL. Indeed XˆE and XˆL can be regarded as different ‘views’ of Xˆ since they have the same
shape (dimensions) as Xˆ and their computations are done via the same matrix primitives as Xˆ . Here:
Eα(vα) = 〈Zα(vα)〉 = Cα(vα)Dα(vα) (16)
Lα(vα) = exp
(〈logZα(vα)〉)
= exp
(
ψ
(
Cα(vα)
))
Dα(vα) (17)
XˆE(v0) =
∑
v¯0
∏
α
Eα(vα) (18)
XˆL(v0) =
∑
v¯0
∏
α
Lα(vα) (19)
Note that the VB version of the update equation (15) closely resembles the EM version (PLTF-
EM) given in Equation 7. Indeed when the observed values are large, digamma function becomes
limx→∞ ψ(x)/ log(x) = 1, and this, in turn, gives Lα(vα) ' Eα(vα) and XˆL(v0) ' XˆE(v0).
2.2 Variational Update Equation for Coupled Tensor Factorization (CTF-VB)
Here, we present a variational Bayesian method to make inference on the coupled tensor factoriza-
tion models and to derive update equations for these models that handles the simultaneous tensor
factorizations where multiple observations tensors are available. We present variational Bayesian
coupled tensor factorization as an approach to exploiting side information, i.e., each decomposition
is coupled by sharing some factor matrices. We use this method to improve the performance of
PLTF-VB algorithm defined in Section 2.1 by incorporating knowledge in the additional matrices.
In this case, we address the problem when multiple observed tensors Xν for ν = 1...|ν| are fac-
torised simultaneously. Each observed tensor Xν now has a corresponding index set v0,ν and a
particular configuration will be denoted by v0,ν ≡ uν . And, we also define the |ν| × |α| coupling
matrix R. Finally, we define another particular configuration for index set of Sν will be denoted by⋃
Rν,α=1
vα ≡ rν .
For PLTF-VB method, we obtain the approximating distributions as:
qS(v0,:) ∼M(S(v0, :), X(v0), P (v0, :))
where the cell probabilities and sufficient statistics for qS(v0,:) are:
P (v) =
∏
α Lα(vα)∑
v¯0
∏
α Lα(vα)
〈S(v)〉 = X(v0)P (v)
For the coupled factorization (CTF-VB), we get the following expression of the cell probabilities
Pν(rν) here as:
Pν(rν) =
exp(
∑
α〈logZα(vα)〉)∑
u¯ν
exp(
∑
α〈logZα(vα)〉)
=
∏
α exp(〈logZα(vα)〉)∑
u¯ν
∏
α exp(〈logZα(vα)〉)
=
∏
α Lα(vα)
(XˆL)v(uν)
(20)
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Then the sufficient statistics 〈Sν(rν)〉 turns to
〈Sv(rν)〉 = Xν(uν)Pv(rν) = Xv(uν)
(XˆL)v(uν)
∏
α
Lα(vα) (21)
Now we turn to formulating q(Z). The distribution qZα(vα) is obtained similarly as after we expand
the log and drop irrelevant terms it becomes proportional to
qZα(vα) ∝ exp
(〈log p(S|Z) + log p(Z|Θ)〉q/qZα(vα)) ∝ logZα(vα)(Aα(vα)− 1 (22)
+
∑
ν
Rν,α
∑
v¯α
〈Sν(rν)〉Rν,α
)− Zα(vα)(Aα(vα)
Bα(vα)
+
∑
ν
Rν,α
∑
v¯α
∏
α′6=α
〈Zα′(vα′)〉Rν,α
)
which is the distribution qZα(vα) ∼ G(Cα(vα), Dα(vα)) where the shape and scale parameters for
qZα(vα) are
Cα = Aα +
∑
ν
Rν,αLα ◦∆α(Mν ◦Xν/(XˆL)ν) (23)
Dα =
(
Aα/Bα +
∑
ν
Rν,α∆α(Mν)
)−1 (24)
that, in turn, since 〈Zα〉 is Cα ◦Dα, the sufficient statistics for q(Zα) become:
〈Zα〉 = Eα ← Aα +
∑
ν R
ν,αLα ◦∆α(Mν ◦Xν/(XˆL)ν)
Aα
Bα
+
∑
ν R
ν,α∆α(Mν)
(25)
3 Experiments and Results
In this section, we demonstrate the use of the proposed variational Bayesian coupled tensor factor-
ization method (GCTF-VB) for missing link prediction problem in order to show that joint analysis
of data from multiple sources via coupled factorization significantly improves the link prediction
performance. We evaluate the performance of GCTF-VB on two real data sets., i.e., the UCLAF [3]
and Digg [15]. First, we demonstrate that coupled tensor factorizations (GCTF-VB) outperform
low-rank approximations of a single tensor (PLTF-VB), then we compare the performance of the
proposed variational Bayesian approach (GCTF-VB) with the standard approach (GCTF-EM) in
terms of missing link prediction recovery. For the experiments, we use the algorithm that imple-
ments variational fixed point update equations given in Equation 15 (for PLTF-VB) and Equation 25
(for GCTF-VB).
Data: As the small scale real data, we use the UCLAF dataset 1 extracted from the GPS data that
include information of three types of entities: user, location and activity. The relations between the
user-location-activity triplets are used to construct a three-way tensor X1. In tensor X1, an entry
X(i, j, k) equals 1 if user i visits location j and performs activity k there, otherwise it equals 0. The
collected data also includes additional side information: the user-location preferences from the GPS
trajectory data and the location features from the POI (points of interest) database, represented as the
matrixX2 andX3 respectively. Our aim is to restore the missing links inX1, by using the three-way
observation tensor X1 and two auxiliary matrices X2 and X3 that provide side information. This is
a difficult link prediction problem since X1 contains less than 1% of all possible links or an entire
slice of X1 may be missing. Note that, the number of users is 146, the number of locations 168, the
number of activities 5 and number of location features 14 in our experiments.
Furthermore, we address link prediction problem on a large-scale dataset2 collected from Digg in
order to show the scalability of the proposed approach. Digg is a social news resource that allows
users to submit, digg and comment on news stories. Lin et al. [15] have collected data from a large
set of user actions from Digg. It includes stories, users and their actions (submit, digg, comment and
reply) with respect to the stories, as well as the explicit friendship (contact) relation among these
users. It also includes the topics of the stories and keywords extracted from the titles of stories. There
1http://www.cse.ust.hk/~vincentz/aaai10.uclaf.data.mat
2http://www.public.esu.edu/~ylin56/kdd09sup.html
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are five types of entities: user, story, comment, keyword and topic and six relationships among them
(see [15] for a comprehensive illustration of relations).
We will use three relationships in this study: user-story-comment (R1), story-keyword-topic (R2)
and user-story (R3). We represent each relation with a tensor with sizes 9583 × 44005 × 241800,
44005× 13714× 51 and 9583× 44005 and the total number of tuples in each integrated data tensor
per relation is 151.779, 1.157.529 and 94.551 respectively. The prediction results are compared
with the actual diggs and comments as ground truth. Based on the Digg scenario, we design two
prediction tasks on Digg dataset: (i) comment prediction - what stories a user will comment on, (ii)
digg prediction - what stories a user will digg.
For each prediction task, we form different coupled models and solve these models with proposed
approach. Table 1 includes some of these models for both datasets.
UCLAF Dataset Digg Dataset (Comment Prediction)
Xˆ1(i, j, k) =
∑
r
A(i, r)B(j, r)C(k, r)
Xˆ2(i,m) =
∑
r
A(i, r)D(m, r)
Xˆ3(j, n) =
∑
r
B(j, r)E(n, r)
Xˆ1(i, j, k) =
∑
r
A(i, r)B(j, r)C(k, r)
Xˆ2(j,m, n) =
∑
r
B(j, r)D(m, r)E(n, r)
Table 1: Example CP-coupled tensor factorization models for link prediction on UCLAF and Digg datasets.
Computational Complexity: Assuming that all datasets have equal number of dimensions, i..e, a
tensor is an N ×N ×N array while the coupled matrix is of size N ×N , then the leading term in
the computational complexity of the coupled model will be due to the updates for the tensor model.
For an R-component CP model, for instance, that would be O(N3R).
If a large number of entries is missing, then mask tensor M is sparse. In this case, there is no need
to allocate storage for every entry of the tensor X . Instead, we can store and work with just the
known values, making the method efficient in both storage and time. Our approach also has ability
to perform sparse computations, enabling it to scale to very large real datasets using specialized
sparse data structures, significantly reducing the storage and computation costs. When we take into
account the sparsity pattern of the data, the time complexity of each iteration is roughly O(N),
which is linear in terms of the total number of non-missing entries N .
To test the scalability of the PLTF-VB and GCTF-VB methods, we have conducted experiments on
tensor completion problem to demonstrate that time complexity of the modeling framework isO(N)
for sparse datasets. We consider two situations in these experiments: (i) 500× 500× 500 three-way
array with 99% missing data (1.25 million known values), and (ii) 1000 × 1000 × 1000 three-way
array with 98.75% missing data (12.5 million known values). We have used CP tensor factorization
model with R = 5 components to generate data, then added 20% random Gaussian noise. We have
then fitted a CP model using KL-divergence as loss function and used the extracted CP factors to
reconstruct the data. Figure 2 shows the average tensor completion performance of 10 independent
runs in terms of RMSE score. In the 500× 500× 500 case, all ten problems have been solved with
an RMSE score around 0.23, with computation times ranging between 1000 and 1300 seconds and
in the 1000× 1000× 1000 case, all ten problems are also solved with an RMSE score around 0.20.
The computation times have ranged from 10000 to 13000 seconds, approximately 10 times slower
than the 500× 500× 500 case, which has 10 times more non-missing entries.
Hyperparameter Selection: We observe that hyperparameter adaptation is crucial for obtaining
good prediction performance. In our simulations, results for PLTF-VB without hyperparameter
adaptation were occasionally poorer than the PLTF-EM estimates. We set both shape A and scale
B hyperparameters same for all components Z1:3. We tried several number of different values for
hyperparameters to obtain the best prediction results under missing data case. Figure 3(c) shows the
comparison of three different hyperparameter settings; A = 0.5, B = 10, A = 10, B = 10 and
A = 100, B = 1 in terms of link prediction performance. As we can see, we obtain best result when
initialising the shape hyperparameter A = 0.5 and scale hyperparameter B = 10 for all settings of
missing data. So, we use these values of hyperparameter A and B for the following experiments in
section 3.1. In addition, we obtain that when we set A < 1 and B > 10, we get better results.
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Figure 2: Results of our algorithm for large-scale problems. The means are shown as solid lines.
3.1 Link Prediction
We now compare the standard tensor factorization methods, i.e., PLTF-EM and GCTF-EM, with the
proposed variational methods, i.e., PLTF-VB and GCTF-VB, on a missing link prediction task. In
our experiments, we use Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) to measure
the link prediction performance. Link prediction datasets are characterized by extreme imbalance,
i.e., the number of links known to be present is often significantly less than the number of edges
known to be absent. This issue motivates the use of AUC as a performance measure since AUC
is viewed as a robust measure in the presence of imbalance [16]. The following results show the
average link prediction performance of 10 independent runs in terms of AUC.
Results: We compare the performance of standard and variational approaches of PLTF and GCTF
on both CP and Tucker tensor factorization models at different amounts of randomly unobserved ele-
ments. In these experiments, the incomplete tensor is factorized using either a CP or a Tucker model
and the extracted factor matrices are used to construct the full tensor and estimate scores for missing
links. For all cases, variational approach outperforms the standard approach clearly. Table 2 shows
the time and accuracy performances of PLTF-EM, PLTF-VB, GCTF-EM and GCTF-VB methods
for the CP model given in Equation(4), when {60, 80, 90} of the data is missing. Based on these
results, we can conclude two results: (i) the variational methods due to implicit self-regularization
effect [17], perform better than the standard methods; (ii) coupled models outperform the single
models in particular, when the percentage of missing data is high.
60% missing 80% missing 90% missing
Dataset Algorithm AUC Time(sec) AUC Time(sec) AUC Time(sec)
UCLAF
PLTF
EM 0.940 ± 0.004 1.69 0.867 ± 0.005 1.57 0.844 ± 0.005 1.43
VB 0.973 ± 0.002 2.12 0.959 ± 0.003 2.04 0.917 ± 0.003 1.93
GCTF
EM 0.917 ± 0.003 5.14 0.892 ± 0.004 5.08 0.869 ± 0.004 4.98
VB 0.981 ± 0.001 6.19 0.962 ± 0.001 6.16 0.939 ± 0.002 6.01
Digg -
(Comment
Prediction)
PLTF
EM 0.848 ± 0.003 582.54 0.829 ± 0.004 326.16 0.813 ± 0.004 167.98
VB 0.917 ± 0.002 787.94 0.897± 0.003 460.24 0.879 ± 0.003 243.75
GCTF
EM 0.856 ± 0.002 1019.78 0.837 ± 0.003 598.22 0.824 ± 0.003 312.53
VB 0.928 ± 0.001 1251.40 0.913 ± 0.002 735.47 0.891 ± 0.002 452.99
Digg -
(Digg
Prediction)
PLTF
EM 0.864 ± 0.005 277.11 0.845 ± 0.006 159.51 0.829 ± 0.006 89.54
VB 0.935 ± 0.003 340.20 0.917 ± 0.003 221.78 0.898 ± 0.004 127.35
GCTF
EM 0.892 ± 0.003 473.42 0.870 ± 0.004 290.34 0.853 ± 0.004 168.51
VB 0.961 ± 0.001 537.54 0.947 ± 0.001 354.18 0.923 ± 0.002 211.15
Table 2: AUC score (by ’mean± std’) and time comparison of EM approaches and the proposed VB algorithms
on various data sets with CP-tensor factorization model and different proportion of missing data. Results are
averaged over 10 runs.
Moreover, we study the performance of GCTF-EM and GCTF-VB in terms of robustness to model
order selection. As model order increases, the prediction performance of GCTF-EM drops. This is as
expected since GCTF-EM is prone to overfitting and the increase in model order causes an increase
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Figure 3: Effect of model order on the performance of a) GCTF-EM and b) GCTF-VB approaches and c) Effect
of hyperparameter selection for CP model when R=2.
in the number of free parameters that, in turn, enlarges penalty term in GCTF-EM. On the other hand,
the prediction performance of the variational approach is not very sensitive to the model order and
is immune to overfitting since Bayesian approach alleviates over-fitting by integrating out all model
parameters [4]. We compare the prediction performances of GCTF-EM and GCTF-VB methods for
the CP tensor model when the component number R is equal to 2 and 20 and for different amounts
of missing data, i.e., {40, 60, 80} of the data is missing. Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) demonstrate
that when the model order increases, the prediction performance of PLTF-VB approach stays almost
same; however, the prediction performance of PLTF-EM approach declines as expected.
4 Related Work
Matrix and tensor factorization models are core components of collaborative filtering or link pre-
diction and have attracted a large amount of research to date. We restrict our focus to probabilistic
approaches. In order to deal with the variational Bayesian matrix and tensor factorization problem,
Ghahramani and Beal [13] provides a method that focus on deriving variational Bayesian learning
in a very general form, relating it to EM, motivating parameter-hidden variable factorizations, and
the use of conjugate priors. Shan et al. [18] propose probabilistic tensor factorization algorithms,
which are naturally applicable to incomplete tensors. First one is parametric probabilistic tensor fac-
torization (PPTF), as well as a variational approximation based algorithm to learn the model and the
second one is Bayesian probabilistic tensor factorization (BPTF) which maintains a distribution over
all possible parameters by putting a prior on top, instead of picking one best set of model parameters.
Cemgil [4] describes a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) in a statistical framework, with a
hierarchical generative model consisting of an observation and a prior component. Starting from
this view, he develops full Bayesian inference via variational Bayes or Monte Carlo. Nakajima et al.
[19] propose a global optimal solution to variational Bayesian matrix factorization (VBMF) that can
be computed analytically by solving a quartic equation and it is highly advantageous over a popular
VBMF algorithm based on iterated conditional modes (ICM), since it can only find a local optimal
solution after iterations. More recently, hierarchical Bayesian models for matrix co-factorization
have been proposed [20, 21] to solve relational learning problems.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated variational inference for PLTF and GCTF frameworks with KL
cost from a full Bayesian perspective that also handles the missing data naturally. In addition,
we develop a practical way without incurring much additional computational cost to EM approach
for computing the approximation distribution and full conditionals. Our experiments demonstrate
that the variational approach alleviates the overfitting better than the standard tensor factorization
approaches and leads to the improved performance.
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